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●Candlesticks old and new
●
●Hooke and holland - an unbelievable discovery
●
●Is zoom here to stay?

Please note the deadline :- for copy to be included in Turnings it must reach the editor (see contact details inside) no later than midday on the second Friday of the month. Submissions
received after that time will be held over until the following month.

Dave Smith

Don’t forget you can read all the Club History to date in one place on our website at:

www.avon-and-bristol-woodturners.org.uk
Simply go to the About tab and choose Club History

I

’d like to begin on a serious note. When I accepted the position as editor I
declined the invitation to join the committeebecause I felt that this might
compromise editorial freedom. That freedom does of course mean that I am
personally responsible for the content of Turnings and while I have always endeavoured to ensure that the high standards set by my predecessor, Vernon
Hughes, are met the question as to whether an item should or should no be published is always a matter of judgement and in most cases it is not a problem.
However, inevitably there will sometimes be occasions where members feel that
a line has been crossed and while I of course welcome positive comments it also
is important for me to receive constructive criticism too for after all, this is
YOUR newsletter and as such it has to reflect the ethos of the club. So please,
whether it’s a compliment or particularly if it’s a complaint about anything you
read in Turnings, please don’t blame any members of the committee, but tell me
and I will respond within 24 hours (unless I’m on holiday, which isn’t very likely yet).
And while on the subject of judgement, I always try to acknowledge receipt of emails from senders, especially if they have done something for me. Acknowledgement need not be long-winded because a simple
“thank-you” is very often enough. That was my mantra during my working career and it remains so to
this day. Courtesy costs nothing yet, sadly, it seems to be a vanishing commodity in today’s cyberworld.

**********
Erratum. In last month’s edition (on page 11) I inadvertently mistyped Richard Lane’s email address. Please be
advised that Richard’s correct email is: rjlane56@btinternet.com So, apologies to Richard, to Mary (who
kindly drew my attention to the error) and to the innocent recipient of any misdirected messages.

Don White.
Members will have read in Revolutions of the death of founder-member Don White. Sadly, very
few if any of our current membership, including myself, will have had the pleasure of meeting
Don - it was, after all, some 30 years ago now since the club was formed. Fortunately and thanks
to the sterling work of Harry Childs and others, a few memories of Don and his achievements
have been preserved in the club’s archives and these can be accessed via the club website. I
think it fair to say that Don’s legacy is there for all to see - for without his drive and hard work
Avon and Bristol Wood Turners might never have come into being.
To Don’s family and friends we offer our sincere condolences and thanks for what he has done
for all of us.
Mike
PS - one last thing. I viewed Nick Agar’s Zoom demo (see Robin’s appraisal on next page). This
was my first experience of a Zoom demo and all I would say is that if you missed it do try to
watch the next one (by Phillip Greenwood) scheduled for March 18th.
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Turnings Editor

Mike Openshaw - 41 Tyler Close, Hanham, Bristol, BS15 9NG
07974652151
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Nick Agar Club demo 18 Feb 2021
Texturing and colouring a bowl
By Robin Goodman
Nick Agar (right) is a familiar name to most
club members. Many have seen his demos
before either at the club or at the Mill and
some lucky ones have attended his workshops either at the Mill or at his former studio on the bank of the river Dart in Devon.
Although he still remains patron of the Max
Carey Woodturning Trust, he has now relocated to Georgia in the USA, where he has
2 well equipped purpose-built studios to teach
woodturning, sculpture, airbrushing and
wood art. Frustratingly for Nick, his studios have had to lie idle, because of the pandemic.
One advantage of the pandemic for us, is
that it has forced led him and many
other demonstrators to gear up for doing interactive remote demos ( IRD’s).
Nick had a good 5 camera set up. The
3 pond is therefore no obstacle to him
give us a live demo. Being able to use
his own lathe in his own workshop with all his tools and equipment to hand
and avoiding travel does have many advantages.
This demo was about making a simple bowl, so that he could demonstrate a
variety of ways to texture and colour it using a variety of tools, equipment and
materials, many of which he has helped to develop in association with nearby
Chromacraft to form part of his Signature Series of products. The demo could
almost have been called ‘Nick at
play’!
Nick likes to browse markets and bric-a- brac stores
for intriguing items that he
may not know what they
are, but might find a use as
a tool for decorating. He
showed us a vintage antisuckling spiked calf weaning clamp, an old mechani5 cal apple peeler, an old
veneer cutter and finally an
old meat tenderiser, which he later demonstrated as a texturing tool.
He mounted a soft maple blank on the lathe and while shaping the underside of the bowl, explained the various cuts using his favourite swept back
grind on his gouges; including a push cut (2) and a shear cut (3). He usually grinds away the heel of the bevel. After forming some V grooves, he
then used a chisel point to make radial lines (4), between which he
stamped lettering using letter punches (5). Next, he used a Saburr tooth
spherical burr in an air driven tool to dab into the wood to form a series of
small circular depressions (6). The underside of the bowl was now covered in patterned texturing (7).
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The next stage
was to apply
colouring effects. Having
applied a black
wood dye using an airbrush
and sealed it to
stop possible
bleeding, he
applied his
Chroma-gilt
verdigris with a
toothbrush
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(8)…..
…..before wiping off the
surplus to leave a green
metallic patina-like finish
(9….
….with detail here (10) .
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On reversing the bowl onto its foot, he prepared a narrow band to form the
rim, on which he made a series of short radial cuts using a thin disc mounted in an angle grinder (11), followed by a
few peripheral grooves. These were then brought to life with more
Chroma-gilt, before completing the shaping of the
inside of the bowl, which
was left uncoloured.
To finish the underside of
the bowl he mounted it in
Cole jaws to remove the
spigot and nib (13). He included the tip that the wood
will probably have distorted
slightly, so it is better to use
13
the tailstock to centre the
bowl accurately in the jaws,
rather than relying on the
symmetric rubber grippers.
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Some of his other products were shown, including the water-based Rustina
range of metallic reactive paints and ageing solutions. These new products
are only available in the USA at present.
Nick seems to like creating these aged-looking metallic finishes on his
turnings. He first created his signature ’Sunset’ bowls (14) many years ago
and they have a pewter-like grey finish over texturing on the outside. These
finishes are not to everybody’s taste, but there is an increasing range of effects that can now be produced.
The demo was peppered with useful snippets of wisdom from a very experienced turner and showed that successful embellishment can be achieved
with few special tools or materials, although they do help to increase the
range of effects that can be produced.
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Members’ Gallery - (Candlesticks, Modern or Traditional).
See back page for next month’s challenge

Michael McCrea-Steele

Mike Neave

Alan Griffiths

Robin Goodman

Vic Atkins

Vic Atkins

● Alan Griffiths made his candlestick some time ago. It was turned from a piece of ash and the top drilled
with a 40 mm Forstner bit to take a brass tealight holder. This allows the stick to be used with either a wax
tealight or a battery-powered LED tealight.
After final sanding the workpiece was generously dampened with water to raise the grain and then allowed to dry.
After sanding again the dampening /drying/sanding process was repeated.
When fully dry the workpiece was stained with blue Chestnut spirit stain and allowed to dry. It was then coated
with a thin layer of silver gilt wax rubbed well into the open grain. Finally, the wax was cleaned off with a small
amount of finishing oil to remove surplus wax, leaving the grain highlighted silver on a blue background.
● Michael McCrea-Steele made the three candlesticks from yew as part of a Journeyman design challenge.
● Mike Neave went for a simple contemporary shape in sycamore, finished with a spirit stain and
microcrystalline wax
● Robin Goodman made this modern candlestick from blue Corian 12 mm sheet offcuts and polyester alternative ivory
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Men before their time?
By Mike Openshaw
Facsimile of a sketch, (the poor quality suggests that it must have been
by van Lirpa), of an automatic lathe incorporating the brain taken
from a dog. The power source is thought to be derived from the sun
(perhaps foreseeing the invention of solar panels?). It appears that
Hooke and van Lirpa believed that because a dog could be trained
to perform simple tasks it should therefore be possible to train the
animal’s brain to obey commands which it would remember and
then, suitably connected to a machine, (they don’t explain how!)
automatically create anything that a craftsman could do.

Hersenen von de hond
(Brain of dog)

Zonlicht converter
(Sunlight converter)
“Man stands in the middle of a material world that is infinite in its
extent and unlimited in its divisibility. Further mechanical
advances will one day reveal an astronomical and a microscopic
world beyond the imaginations of most men hitherto unknown”
Robert Hooke - Royal Society lecture 1682

D

uring renovation work in late March 2020 on Dutch scientist Loof van Lirpa’s former lodgings at 1,
Sint Martinusstraat, Eindhoven, a heavy metal box was discovered in a wall cavity. The lid bore an
inscription “RH/LvL Anno 1687” and since the box was securely locked it was taken to a local locksmith who managed to open it without much difficulty. The box was found to contain a bundle of neatly
packaged manuscripts describing, with illustrations and sketches, a vast array of scientific objects. Realising the importance of the find the locksmith contacted local historian, Dom Hansworst who at once recognised the significance and conveyed it to the science department at Utrecht University. What the documents
revealed was so astonishing that it was at first thought that it must have been an elaborate hoax but, after
subjecting them to numerous tests, including carbon dating, their authenticity was confirmed as having indeed been written at some time during the late 17th century.
And what was in the documents? It was known that van Lirpa had corresponded with Robert Hooke, and that the
two men shared similar views on the state of contemporary (17th century) scientific endeavour. Hooke, in particular had often spoken disparagingly about the work of his contemporaries and while there is some truth in the assertion that this was partly because he felt that his work was more important than anyone else’s it was also true to say
that the sheer scale of Hooke’s achievements at the Royal society and his vivid imagination really did overshadow
those of nearly all of his contemporaries, except, perhaps of Wren and Newton.
A full report on the university’s findings, delayed because of the Covid 19 pandemic is to be published in due
course but of the discoveries so far made public, the one of most interest to wood turners is Hooke’s and van Lirpa’s proposed design of what we today would describe as a CNC lathe! And although due credit must go to van
Lirpa the idea of a fully automatic machine bears the unique Hooke hallmark – that is, his ability to imagine what
might be achievable in the future and to work his way toward that goal. This is illustrated by the fact that, on 14th
December, 1681 Hooke demonstrated at a Royal Society meeting a sort of lathe that could cut helices on cones and
cylinders and also “any fish shell; and all helices, screws, crenated, foliated, echinated, wreathed etc,
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conchoids”and on 4th January 1682 he brought along a refined version of his spiral engine which “could divide an
inch into 100,000 equal parts”. It should therefore come as no real surprise that his success with this apparatus
should inspire him to even more innovation. But of course, as with all of the machines he was able to construct, he
was severely limited, as he often stated, by the technology available at the time. What the Eindhoven documents
show is that although he, like anyone else wished to be highly regarded by his contemporaries he, and van Lirpa,
were also determined to push the boundaries without regard for the practicalities. And if proof of this is needed,
then the document “a magick slave engine” must be it. The sketch showing what they had in mind has an uncanny
resemblance to a modern machine, with the exception of the “dogge’s brayne” – a concept from which we today
would recoil in horror. Experiments involving live animals were common in the 17th century and the idea that because it was possible to train a dog to perform simple actions and therefore that its brain, even if detached from its
body, could be taught to perform more complex tasks did not to Hooke and van Lirpa seem beyond the realms of
possibility.
Power, or rather lack of it, was one basic factor holding back scientific progress. Machines as we know them were
in those days powered either by wind, water wheel, horse or manpower (treadle) and were extremely inefficient
and unreliable. But these two men were able to imagine a time when not only some form of limitless energy would
eventually be discovered, (they realised that the sun was the source of energy on earth) but also they foresaw that
human intervention and control of machinery would one day be assigned to what they described as “a dogge
brayne” (what we would describe as a computer and perhaps even AI).
With such heretical thoughts (remember that the stake and gallows featured prominently in everyday 17th century
life) it is therefore little wonder that they kept their musings to themselves, but such was the confidence in their
predictions and perhaps their strong desire for immortality that they made every effort to ensure that their names
and ideas lived on long after their deaths.
Sadly, although famous in his time, van Lirpa’s name has indeed faded into obscurity while Hooke’s has fared better, despite the attempts by his bitter rival, Isaac Newton, to erase all mention of his achievements from the history
books.
All of this leaves one wondering how far the Industrial Revolution might have advanced had these two remarkable
men been born a century later.
Anyone interested in knowing more about the fascinating life of Robert Hooke is urged to read “The Man Who
Knew Too Much” by Stephen Inwood. (ISBN 0-333-78286-0)
Mike
Footnote. This information was passed to me by a well-connected Dutch friend who, after a successful career in
car rally driving now operates his own company constructing skateboard parks. Henny’s skills at the wheel became
very apparent when I was on a visit to the Dutch capital and he drove me around Holland and on into Belgium in a
hair-raising tour of some of the skateparks he had built.

*********************
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This space is intentionally
blank, but it need not be
Why not use it to advertise your unwanted
gadgets (we all have them) - or perhaps
there’s something you are desperately in
need of and which, (who knows?) another
member might just happen to have but can’t
quite bring him/herself around to parting
with .
Remember, It’s entirely free to members
So To place your ad contact the editor via
Woodturn89@gmail.com
Or call/text 07974652151
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Club events calendar
Via Zoom until further
notice. If you are not on
the Zoom list contact
Michael McCrea-steele.
via
mccreasteelem@aol.
com
Sessions start 1900 for
1930hrs

Monthly gallery themes
(Monthly competitons suspended until
further notice)

Event / guest
demonstrator
I

I

2021
Andy Mason

February 18th

Nick Agar

Something for the garden

March 18th

Phillip Greenwood

Candlestick, modern or traditional

April 15th

AGM / Pat Carroll

May 20th

Sue Harker

Please note that the AGM starts at 1900 and will
precede Pat Carrols’s demo at 1930.
Please participate!
Gallery theme: Goblet of any size, plain, decorated
or textured
A turned lidded box of any design

June 17th

Emma Cook

A “lazy Susan” of any design

July

TBA

August

TBA

A favourite piece you have turned in the past 12
months
Any spindle item turned between centres

September

TBA

An item made from two pieces of different wood

October

TBA

A natural-edge bowl

November

TBA

A Christmas decoration

December

Woodturner of the year

No gallery theme

Can you help?
If you know of any demonstrators please
contact Richard Lane at
rjlane56@btinternet.com
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